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Dane White and Rebecca Gearhart* 
Anthropology Department, Illinois Wesleyan University 
Stereotypes are encountered every day, especially on a college campus. When we see a 
physically fit male in a sports jersey, we think "jock." When we see a person carrying a 
musical instrument we think a "musician." When we see a guy wearing Greek letters we 
think "Frat Boy," a term usually associated with drunkenness and partying. A member 
of a fraternity is usually not considered to be part of a group of talented, motivated, 
diverse and relaxed individuals, or as members of Sigma Pi refer to themselves, as a 
group of "all right guys." On the campus of lWU in particular, the Sigma Pis have 
become known as the intelligent though somewhat eccentric fraternity. As one Sigma Pi 
member explained when asked how Sigma Pis are seen on this campus, "dork, not an 
athlete, or not a Sigma Chi," Sigma Chi being the generalized "jock" fraternity on 
campus. While such labels are often incorrect, it is true that Sigma Pi does look for a 
higher caliber of student with traits that compliment their house. Thus, Sigma Pi does in 
some respects self perpetuate the labels given to it by the community. Sigma Pi, like 
many fraternities is labeled both by the Illinois Wesleyan Community and by themselves 
with both negative and positive effects. 
